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Collagraph printmaking: 
Collagraph is in principal a type of mono-print using a collage technique. 
The printing plate is created by gluing a variety of (textured) materials onto a 
stiff piece of cardboard. The cardboard can also be scratched or perforated 
leaving marks which will show up on the print. It is often printed in a 
combination of relief and intaglio techniques. Colour and texture are the main 
source in making an effective print. Dense texture will provide darker 
surfaces; using acrylic media, glue and tape can add softer tones. The plate is 
sealed with varnish (button polish for example) before inking it with (water 
based) printing ink. 
The method is experimental and playful, using a variety of texture and shapes 
to create a printing plate. Working with templates and chine-colle techniques 
(application of light paper to the plate) as well as inking the plate in different 
colours, can all add to the depth and expression of the print. The printing plate 
of a collagraph often becomes an aesthetic object itself and artists sometimes 
note it as an artwork in its own right. 
 
Step by step to prepare a collagraph inking plate: 
 
1. Cut the cardboard into shape (this can be any shape) – this will become 

your inking plate. 
 
2. Select the material you like to glue onto the cardboard, such as: net, 

string, cardboard, sand, caborandom – anything not too sick and heavy 
which will create texture and shade in tone to your plate. Sand and 
caborandom could be mixed with glue to make the texture cloudier or 
sprinkled into the glue markings on the plate. 

 
3. We used PVA to glue the materials onto the plate. 
 
4. Mark-makings into the cardboard: scratch into the board with sharp 

tools, use the glue to make lines and shapes. 
 
5. When the plate is designed let the glue dry, then paint the plate before 

test printing with watered down glue. 
 
6. Before inking or further varnishing of the plate, run the plate, covered with 

newsprint, through the press to remove any excess glue. 
 
7. Let the plate dry fully before inking or varnishing it. 
 
Varnish your plate 
If you’re satisfied with your plate varnish the whole plate (both sides and the 
corners) with Button Polish. This will protect your plate from the ink and 
cleaning processes. (We used Button Polish, which is made out of Shellac. 
You can also get Shellac as a varnishing material. You can also use Acrylic 
Varnish or Acrylic Concrete Sealer – the later is a very strong sealer and 
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useful if using harder materials. PVA can also be used to seal the plate.) 
I prefer Button Polish; it’s hardening the plate without filling marks and texture 
and leaves an antique yellow shine on the plate. 
 
Your varnish needs to be fully dried before inking it. This can take 10 -24 
hours, depending what varnish you are using. PVA or acrylic varnish is 
usually drying quicker especially if using a heating plate. Button Polish takes 
longer and I leave my varnished plates to dry over night. 
 
Two methods of inking: 
Relieve: use a soft roller to ink the top surface of your plate. This will give the 
print a darker tonnage of the textured, higher materials and leaves light gabs 
between the layered surfaces. 
Intaglio: rubbing the ink into the plate and moving it into all gaps, texture and 
lines of the plate. This will give you softer tonnes on the higher surfaced 
materials and darker lines of markings on the plate. The whole plate will be 
impressed onto the paper. 
 
Both methods can be used in one printing process, for example you could 
start inking your plate intaglio style and then add some relieve marks by 
rolling a different colour ink just onto the surface texture of the plate. 
 
Multiple colours when inking can be used in both methods. 
 
Be careful not to use too much ink. It will clock your lines and texture. 
If you use relieve inking make sure not to roll out too much ink – the ink rolled 
out should give a light smutchy sound. 
 
If inking in intaglio make sure to take excess ink off when rubbing with gauze 
into your plate. 
 
Printing: 
 
First lay the plate onto the printing press then your paper onto of the plate. 
This way the paper will be pressed into your plate, taking a much better 
impression of your image. 
The paper is then covered with newsprint (to protect the felt blankets) and 
then some layers of felt blankets. 
The pressure on the press is important; the plate should go through the press 
with a light feeling of interference. Never force your plate through the press! 
This will not only ruin your print and possible your plate but it could also 
damage the press. 
Pressure can be changed by adjusting the print roller of the press and also by 
the number and thickness of the felt blankets. 
 
Enjoy! 


